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The atmosphere of Venus not only acts as a filter for smaller asteroiddcomets but also delays and restricts ejecta 
emplacement, thereby exposing unique signatures of early time processes typically lost or covered on other planets. 
One of the most fundamental signatures is that of impactor properties (angle, velocity, composition). Correlative 
changes in crater outline and asymmetry of contiguous ejecta facies allow characterizing impact angle and direction. 
Corresponding signatures of the atmospheric response and run-out of fluidized deposits reveal the effect of impact 
angle on energy partitioning and impactor type. 
Im~act Annle and Crater Morpholoev: Systematic changes in crater shape, central peak morphology, and ridwall 
failure with ejecta distribution for craters on Venus as shown in Figure 1 are remarkably similar to those observed 
for craters on the Moon, Mars, and Mercury and documented in laboratory experiments (1,2, 3). As impact angle 
decreases (referenced to horizontal), a missing sector in the uprange near-rim facies subtends a progressively 
increasing angle. On atmosphere-free bodies, the missing sector created during early stages of impactor coupling may 
be partly masked by excavated ejecta from late stages. On Venus, however, interference with the wake, drag 
deceleration, and downrange draughting enhance this asymmetry (4,5,6). The presence of the missing sector uprange 
underscores the mechanical p e s s  of excavation and ballistic ejection, even under the dense atmosphere of Venus, 
while non-ballistic emplacement characterizes run-out and deposition. Changes in crater morphology can be 
correlated with increasing asymmetry of the ejecta facies. Crater shape in plan remains relatively circular until the 
ejecta distribution becomes clearly asymmetric. Craters with an uprange zone of avoidance typically exhibit a 
slightly elongate plan perpendicular to the trajectory. Additionally, their flows commonly display a heart-shaped 
outline with the extension pointing uprange. Central peak and peak-ring morphology also systematically change (6). 
The relative size of the central peak complex increases as impact angle decreases and is generally offset uprange. 
Central peak rings are commonly breached in the downrange direction, a feature found not only on Venus but on 
Mercury, Mars, and the Moon as well (7). Larger craters typically exhibit enhanced rim/wall failure uprange, thereby 
reversing the central peak or peak/ring placement . Enhanced rirnlwall failure uprange is consistent with asymmetry 
in the early-time excavation cavity observed in laboratory experiments: the deepest portion with greatest interior 
slope occurs uprange where the initial energy transfer occurs (1,2). These systematic changes in ejecta emplacement 
and crater morphology allow recognizing other signatures of impact angle and direction unique to Venus. 
Impactor Sirnature: Most studies emphasize the energy partitioned to the target as expressed by cratering efficiency 
or retained impact melt. As impact angle decreases, however, the kinetic energy fraction retained by the impactor 
increases while internal energy losses decrease (1,2). On planets without significant atmospheres, this change in 
energy partitioning at very low angles (~10')  is expressed by downrange ricochet impacts ("sibling" craters) that 
increase in distance from the primary with decreasing impact angle (8). Under such conditions, most of the impactor 
escapes the gravitational field of the planet. At higher angles (10'-3O0), impactor internal energy increases, but the 
expansion and downrange velocities generally approach escape velocities. From numerical models, however, the 
dense atmosphere and gravitational field of Venus decelerate most ricochet fractions and restrain vapor cloud 
expansion to within about a crater diameter (Fig. 2). Consequently, lost signatures of the impactor on other 
planetary surfaces should be preserved on Venus. 

It is proposed that the long fluidized run-out flows on Venus provide a signature of not only the impact angle 
and direction, but also its composition. This suggestion is based on the following observations. First, emplacement 
of this facies for lower-angle impacts precedes emplacement of craterexcavated debris. Second, the initial direction of 
flow depends on impact direction (based on other trajectory criteria), not topography. But within about a crater 
diameter of the rim, flow direction is controlled by the local gradient, thereby indicating both a change in the lateral 
velocity and flow height. Third, areal coverage by run-out flows increases with decreasing impact angle (degree of 
ejecta asymmetry and missing uprange sector angle). Fourth, flow depths can be constrained to first order by the 
minimum height required for deflection. A large fraction of the outflow area indicates the course of the flow, rather 
than the total deposit thickness. First-order estimates of run-out flow mass and projectile mass calculated from crater- 
scaling relations indicate that the impactor could comprise 10 to 80% of the flow mass (Fig. 3). Fifth, extremely 
low angle impacts creating oblong Schiller-like craters exhibit broad run-out flows that retain enough downrange 
momentum to climb uphill over large distances (Fig. 4). 

Hence the contrasting styles of emplacement from turbulent to laminar run-out may correspond to the volatile 
content of the impactor. Volatile-rich impactors fail to condense under the high temperatures of Venus and entrain 
debris in massive turbidity flows, whereas volatile-poor (or non-volatile fractions) recondense to form laminar flows. 
The newly discovered Rio Cuarto Crater Field on Earth (9) should provide important clues for the survival of the 
impactor and the downrange atmospheric response. 
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Figure 1. Change in crater morphology and ejecta 
distribution as a function of impact angle on Venus. Fluidized 
run-ouk (dotted outline) increases with decreasing impact angle. 
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Figure 3. Run-out flow mass scaled to projectile 
mass as a function of impact angle. Flow mass is 
calculated from runaut area assuming an average depth 
of 10 meters. Projectile mass is estimated from crater 
size based on extrapolation of either laboratory 
scaling relations (left) or entry limit from airblast 
signatures on the surface (right). 
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Figure 2. Containment of vapor cloud (Fig. 2a) and 
limit of high-velocity cloud downrange (Fig. 2b) under 
dense venusian atmosphere. Vapor-cloud internal 
energy is shown as percentage of impactor energy. 
Expansion is limited to about a crater diameter from 
the crater (Fig. 2a). High-velocity, expanding debris 
cloud continuing downrange is also severely limited in 
the distance (range) it can travel (Fig. 2b). 

Figure 4. Grazing impact (direction left to right) 50 km wide and 100 km long (+lo, 6') closely 
resembling Schiller (Moon) and Orcus Patera (Mars). Long run-out travels uphill then cascades back toward 
crater as revealed in altimetry data (inset) showing planetary radius (km). 
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